
Montessori Day 11 -3K, 4K, 5K  

        
Language  
  
*cut up alphabet letters and pictures from 
supplemental materials.  
  
Group 1 – a, m, s, t, g, r 

apple, mop, sun, top, gum, ring  
Group 2 –  b, o, x, c, n, j 
bat, octopus, box, cat, net, jack 
Group 3 – d, e, h, l, w 
dog, egg, hat, log, wig 
Group 4 – f, p, k, u, z 
fan, pig, kite, umbrella, zebra 
Group 5 – q, i, v, y 

queen, igloo, van, yoyo 

 

Watch and listen to the story The Day I Met 
My Shadow ,  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8L52xSUtJNg    
Recall details of the story. What happened at the beginning of the story (he was scared of his 
shadow) the middle (he tried to run away from his shadow) the end (his sister told him it was his 
shadow and they made shadow puppets.)  
Reading Comprehension:   
3K, 4K, 5K – Go outside and find your shadow. Can you make it grow longer and shorter? If it’s 
not sunny, find a flashlight or lamp to make a shadow.  
4K – Talk about what happened at the beg, middle, end of story.  
5K-   *Use beginning middle and end sheet.  Draw/write what happened at the beginning, 
middle, and end of the story.  
Oral Language/Language Concepts/Word Study  
3K – Find items outside or in your house to make up rhyming words.  
4K - Make a list of words that rhyme with bat.  
*5K- Use the alphabet letters and pictures. Place letters in alphabetical order and match pictures 
to beginning sounds.  
Use the word family “– ack" to find real or nonsense words using your letters. Write down your 
words.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8L52xSUtJNg


  
Math  
  

  
  
Sensorial  
  

Counting/Number Sense/ Addition/ Geometry:  
3k, 4k, 5k – Count orally by 10’s, 5’s, and 1’s to 100. Create a new simple beat to count with.  
Measuring  
3K – Draw lines on paper from 1inch, 2inch, etc. All the way to 10 inches.  Have them identify 
shortest to longest.  
4K –  ( See 3k) cut the strips apart and mix them up. Have the child put them in order from 
shortest to longest  
5K – First practice measuring things with a ruler. Explain how you start at the end of the ruler 
lined up to the end of the material being measures. Have your child use a ruler to measure and 
cut out strips from 1inch to 10 inches and have them find things in the house that are the length 
of each strip.  
Shapes:  
(Color if desired) Cut and glue/tape a cube, cone, and cylinder to make a 3D shape. Find objects 
around the house that are these shapes.  



  

Cultural  
  

Science: Use this link to create a free  Book Flix 
account.  https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome.html  
(Choose Pre K and Kindergarten link.  
Create account using the username and password given.)  
Go to Day 4. Click Watch the video What’s in the Night Sky?  Click the Key words tab to the 
right of the video. Have your child watch the video and listen for the key words. Go back to 
the Key Words and discuss the words meaning.  Ask your child what it was about, and take 
the Quiz Whiz. (link to right of the video)  
  
Social Studies:  
Review phone number and address.   
Get the mail out of your mail box and look for your street number on your mail box. Do you see 
it anywhere else? Is it on your front door?  
Go to  http://www.rcsd1.org  
Click on Student Resources. Click on Book Flix.  
Use this code for a user name and password: RCSD2008  
Go to People and Places and click on Types  of Maps. Read the story then watch Scrambled 
States of America.   
Play the games under Puzzlers.  
  

  
                                Practical Life  

Laundry  
3K, 4k, 5K – Find out who does the laundry at your house.  Say Thank you and give them a hug.  
Let them know you can help sort dirty laundry by color.  Sort laundry by whites, lights, and 
darks. Ask if you can help switch the laundry from the washer to the dryer.  
Art: Make a thank you card for the Laundry person in your home.  

 

https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome.html
http://www.rcsd1.org/


Montessori Day 12 -3K, 4K, 5K  

       
 Language  
  
*cut up alphabet letters and pictures from 
supplemental materials.  
  
Group 1 – a, m, s, t, g, r 

apple, mop, sun, top, gum, ring  
Group 2 –  b, o, x, c, n, j 
bat, octopus, box, cat, net, jack 
Group 3 – d, e, h, l, w 
dog, egg, hat, log, wig 
Group 4 – f, p, k, u, z 
fan, pig, kite, umbrella, zebra 
Group 5 – q, i, v, y 

queen, igloo, van, yoyo 

 

Watch and listen to the story Kitten’s First Full 
Moon,  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K7mW_pyCTFw  
Recall details of the story. This book is a fiction book that has a character, a problem, and a 
solution.    
Reading Comprehension:   
Character/problem/solution  
3K- Talk about who the main character was in the story. Ask if they saw the problem in the story 
and how it was solved.  Act out your favorite part!  
4K – Talk about the main character, the problem, and how it was solved.  What else could the 
kitten have tried to do to get “the bowl of milk?”  Draw or act out your favorite part.  
5K- Ask who the main character was in the story, what the problem was, and how it was 
solved. What character traits did the kitten show in his attempts to get the bowl of milk? (Make 
a list.) Write a sentence that tells how you are like the kitten.  “I am like the kitten because 
_______”  
  
Oral Language/Language Concepts/Word Study  
3K – Act out opposite words – if you say high, they go low, if you say jump, they sit, if you 
say hot they act out cold, etc.  
4K - Make a list of words that rhyme with bed.  
5K- Use the alphabet letters and pictures. Place letters in alphabetical order and match pictures 
to beginning sounds.  
Use the word family “– ock" to find real or nonsense words using your letters. Write down your 
words.    
Challenge:  Create a silly story using real “-ock” words.    

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K7mW_pyCTFw


  
Math  
  
  

  
Sensorial  

Counting/Number Sense/ Addition/ Geometry:  
3k, 4k, 5k – Count orally by 10’s, 5’s, and 1’s to 100. Create a new simple beat to count with.  
  
3K- continue working with numbers and counting objects.  
4K- Use the 10 beads sheet and the colored beads sheet with the teen number sheet. Count a 10 
bead with a color bead and find the correct numeral to put beside the beads.  
5K- Do the 4K counting and then write the addition equation. Example: 10 + 1= 11, 10+2=12, 
etc.   
Shapes:  
Use the cone, cube, cylinder. Name the 3 objects and then play the “What’s Missing” Game-
 have your child close his/her eyes and hide one behind your back and have them guess which 
one was missing. Let them have a turn to hide them. Do this so all three objects have been 
identified.  
  



  
  

Cultural  

Science: Use this link to access the lesson  
https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome.html  
Go to the day 4 lesson, watch Happy Birthday Moon. Discuss the story with your child. Talk 
about the things in the story that could happen in real life and those things that are pretend. 
Click the link Which Came First? To the left of the book video and have your child do the 
activity. Have your child draw a picture of their favorite part of the story.  
  
Social Studies:  
Draw and color a map of your bedroom.  
5K- Label the map.  
Extensions:   
Draw maps of other rooms in your house  
Build a building with blocks, legos or other building toys.  
  

  
                                Practical Life  

Laundry  
3K, 4k, 5K – Hopefully you have some fresh laundry from the dryer.  Sort laundry by person or 
article.  Fold pants, shirts, towels, napkins and put away neatly.  Make sure you remove lint from 
the dryer. (Save lint for a later project!)  
  
Art:  

https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome.html


  
Look at this painting called The Laundry by Edouard Monet.  How is doing your 
laundry different than how they are doing it in this painting from 1875.  Gather some art 
materials and draw/ paint a picture of how you do the laundry at your home.   

 



Montessori Day 13 -3K, 4K, 5K  

        
Language  

Watch and listen to the story Goodnight Goodnight Construction 
Site,  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WuIg-rqpAg4  (This is done in a song form.)  Recall 
details of the story. Think about what the trucks did to prepare to go to sleep.  What did they do 
first, next, last?  
Reading Comprehension:   
3K – Talk about what you do to prepare for bed.  How are you like the trucks?  
4K – (See 3k) What do you do first, next and then last?   
5K- *Write down and illustrate your response to the above. “First I _______________. Next I 
__________________ Then I ________________. Last I _________________. “   
Oral Language/Language Concepts/Word Study  
3K, 4K – Pattern clap – clap out a pattern, have your child repeat, see if your child can clap a 
pattern for you to do.  Change up the pattern - two quick claps, one on your knee, etc.  
5K- Use the alphabet letters and pictures. Place letters in alphabetical order and match pictures 
to beginning sounds.  
Use the word family “– ick" to find real or nonsense words using your letters. Write down your 
words.  
Challenge:  Write 2 sentences with 2 –ick words in each sentence.  

  
Math  
  

Counting/Number Sense/ Addition/ Geometry:  
3k, 4k, 5k – Count orally by 10’s, 5’s, and 1’s to 100. Create a new simple beat to count with.  
  
3K – Cut the red and blue rods by length. Have the child put them in order from shortest to 
longest, use the words with them: shorter, shortest, long, longest.  
4K – Do the 3K work and then have them count each rod and place the number beside it.  
5K – Have the student use the red and blue rods to make addition problems up to 10. Example:  
Put the 1 rod and the 3 rod together and count, the sum is 4. Do at least 5 problems.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WuIg-rqpAg4


  
Sensorial  

 
 

Shapes:  
  
3k- Review shapes on the “How Many Sides?” worksheet. Find them around the house.   
4k/5k- Do the 3k assignment and then complete the sheet  
  

  
  

Science: Use this link to access the 
lesson. https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome.html  
  
Read the nonfiction book The Moon. Ask your child what they learned about the moon from the 
book. Ask your child how this book was different and the same as Happy Birthday Moon. Explain 
as needed depending on the level of the child that fiction books are pretend and nonfiction 
books tell real things. Do the activity Fact or Fiction? (tab to the left of videos). Do the activity 
Word Match with your child and discuss the vocabulary.  
  
Social Studies:  
Sing to the tune of “Twinkle Twinkle Little Star”  
“This is My Community”  
This is where I live and play,   
work and shop most every day.  
  
Here’s my home and here’s my street.  
This is where my neighbors meet.  
  
Lots of people live near me.  
This is my community!”  
Discuss that we live in a neighborhood. Make a list of people you know and places you go in your 
neighborhood. Discuss that some places are near and some are far.  Make a graph and list the 

https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome.html


Cultural  

places that are near and the places that are far.  
    
          NEAR                         I                        FAR  
                                             I  
                                             I  
  

  

  
                                Practical Life  

  
3K, 4k, 5K – Take out all the socks in your sock drawer.  Sort them by size.  Remove any socks 
that no longer fit.  Match all remaining socks.   Fold matching socks together.  Remove all socks 
that don’t have pairs.  
Ask an adult if you can make sock warmers out of the old socks.    
Sock warmers:   
1.  Fill sock with rice,  
2. Sew closed open end (ask for help form an adult)  
3. Use sock warmers by heating them in the microwave for 1 minute or donate to Carolina 
Wildlife for orphaned animals.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Art:  
Look at this painting: Little Girl in Blue Armchair, by Mary Cassatt.  What is the little girl 
thinking about?  Why is she sitting in the blue chair?  Do you think she likes her socks?  Get 
inspired and make your own picture...be sure to include your socks.  

  

 

 

 

 

 



Montessori Day 14 -3K, 4K, 5K  

        
Language  
  
*print copy  

Watch and listen to the story When I Took the Moon for a 
Walk,  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Huo-DRbqRd0  This fiction book is a telling of 
events.  Recall details of the story. Where were places the boy and the moon walked? (On a 
road, over a hill, through the forest, in a town, through a meadow, on a swing, in the air, 
over a bridge etc.)  Words that tell about position or where something is are called 
prepositions.    
Reading Comprehension:   
3K - Ask your child where they would take the moon if they went for a walk. What would 
they do there?  
4K – Draw a picture that shows what you and the moon would do.  Dictate response.  
5K- Draw and write what you would do with the moon.  “The moon and I would 
_______________.”  
Oral Language/Language Concepts/Word Study  
3K, 4K – Use prepositions and have your child act them out.  (Stand on the chair, 
jump over your shoe. Stand beside the tv, etc.)  If you can, take pictures and add the words 
with the editing feature!  Send them to your teacher if you want.  
5K- *Use the preposition sheet:  draw a picture using shapes to show the different 
preposition words.  (See the example.)  or if you want take pictures using the words on the 
sheet too!  

  
Math  
  

Counting/Number Sense/ Addition/ Geometry:  
3k, 4k, 5k – Count orally by 10’s, 5’s, and 1’s to 100. Create a new simple beat to count with.  
  
3K- Look and say numbers 1-5, write the number on paper and have the child draw that 
many objects underneath.  
4K- Use the bead stairs (cut apart from the bead stair sheet). Have them count each 
colored bead string and place the correct number beside it.  
5K- Use the bead stairs (cut apart from the bead stair sheet) and make addition equations 
with the color bead strings.   
Example: 1 red bead + 4 yellow bead= 5  
Do this at least 10 times using different pairings of beads.  
  
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Huo-DRbqRd0


  
  
Sensorial  

 
 
 

Shapes  
  
(Color if desired) Cut rectangular prism and triangular prism out. Review the names, add 
them to the cone, cylinder, and cube. Play the “What’s missing game”  
  

  
  

Cultural  

Science: Use this link to access the lesson.  
https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome.html  
  
Do the stem activity on Day 4 using materials you can find in your house or yard (soft 
dirt/sand with rocks, leaves, or small sticks will due.)  
  
Social Studies:  
Sing song from Day 13.  
Review right and left.   
Go stand in your yard. Look at your house and see who lives on the right side and who lives 
on the left side.  
Draw a picture with your house in the middle. Draw your neighbor’s houses on the right and 
left of your house. Label the right side and the left side.  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome.html


  

  
                                Practical Life  

  
Laundry:  
3K, 4k, 5K – Learn how to hang clothes on a hanger.  Practice. Practice. Practice.  
Art:  
Mother and Children hanging out the Washing, pub. 1854 (colour lithograph), Barnes, Robert 
(1840-95)  
In this lithograph young children are hanging clothes on a clothesline. A clothesline was used 
when people did not have dryers to dry clothes. See if you can make a clothesline with some 
yarn or string.  Hang some clothes or cloth from it with clothes pins if you have them.  If not 
drape your articles over the line.  Create a picture of your clothesline.   

  



Montessori Day 15 -3K, 4K, 5K  

      Language  

Let your child choose their favorite book for you to read to them.  Recall 
the details of the story.  What happened at the beginning of the story, the 
middle, the end?  
  
Reading Comprehension:   
Create a simple puppet of the character(s) in the story. (Use socks or paper 
cut outs.)  Let your child retell the story using the puppets.  
  
Oral Language  
3k ,4K, 5K – Sing the song “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star” -Keep the same tune, 
but add in new words - example -  “Jumpy, jumpy slimy frog”  - think of 
something and then describe it!  See if you can create an entire new silly 
song!  

  
Math  

Counting/Number Sense/ Addition/ Geometry:  
3k, 4k, 5k – Count orally by 10’s, 5’s, and 1’s to 100. Create a new simple 
beat to count with.  
  
3K- Count numbers 1-5 or 1-10, turn over the cards and play the “knock, 
knock” game...Say “knock, knock, which number?” then turn over a number 
card and say the number.  
4K- Use the 10 frame and have your child put one object in each square to 
make 10.   
5K- Use the ten frames together to make subtraction equations.   
Put a few objects on a frame and write the number, then take a few away 
and find the answer. Use these words: “We had 5 beads (put 5 on the frame) 
and then we took away 3 (take 3 off the frame), then ask How many are 
left?”  
 
 
 
 
 
 



Sensorial  

Shapes:  
  
(Color if desired) Cut and glue/tape a cube, cone, and cylinder to make a 3D 
shape. Find objects around the house that are these shapes.  
  

  
  

Cultural  

Science: Use this 
link. https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome.ht
ml  
  
Review the book The Moon as needed. Have your child create a picture of 
the moon. Have your child tell you facts about the moon and write them on 
the picture (have them write if able).  
  
Social Studies:  
What are bodies of water?  
There are different types of bodies of water. There are lakes, rivers, oceans 
and ponds. Talk about the ones you have been to. Look at a map online. How 
many bodies of water can you find?   
Draw a picture of your favorite body of water. Discuss the fun things you can 
do at each one.  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome.html
https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome.html


  

  
                                Practical Life  

Cleaning  
3K, 4k, 5K – Pick another room in your house to sweep.  Sweep up every 
corner.  Hold the broom with two hands.  Take a picture of your pile and 
send it to your teacher!   Use a dustpan to gather your pile and dump it in 
the trash.  
Art:  
“La Balayeuse” by Pierre-Auguste Renoir.  Look at this painting of a woman 
sweeping.  Why do you think the artist chose to paint this scene?  Do you think 
this person was able to sweep a big pile or a little pile?  Does her broom look like 
your broom?  Make your own picture of your sweeping adventure.    

  

 


